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Coming into Language. By: Jimmy Santiago Baca March 3, The language of poetry was the magic that could liberate me
from myself, transform me into.

They had ninety days to prove I was guilty. Then, just before Christmas, I received a letter from Harry, a
charity house Samaritan who doled out hot soup to the homeless in Phoenix. Bars, walls, steel bunk and floor
bristled with millions of poem-making sparks. On the contrary, America is one of the few countries that is so
heavily dominated by just one language. My words did not come from books or textual formulas, but from a
deep faith in the voice of my heart. After I had aligned them to form a spine, I threaded the holes with a
shoestring, and sketched on the cover a hummingbird fluttering above a rose. Jimmy Baca then uses examples
in his story explaining how he admired language and used it to free himself from the cruel world he grew up
in. My words struck in me lightning crackles of elation and thunderhead storms of grief. Later, I regained
some clarity of mind. He showed that if one has the urge to self teach yourself with discipline can be taught.
Another unfortunate charge landed him with a million dollars bail. Back at my boardinghouse, I showed the
book to friends. The prison administrators tried several tactics to get me to work. Pacing my cell all day and
most of each night, I grappled with grammar until I was able to write a long true-romance confession for a con
to send to his pen pal. Two years later Baca found himself behind bars again. Two years after being released
from custody, he is arrested again on drug charges and receives a one million dollar bail. I can relate to Baca
because my uncle has been in prison for some time now, and every time he gets out, some how he ends up
back in. Also, Medline. He had a real passion for writing, a deep connection with it. I wrote the way I wept,
and danced, and made love. At night I flew. Other things happened. Language is a border for many people in
that some cannot comprehend a certain language, understand how to use it, or recognize what is being said to
them.


